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Abstract: Various software testing techniques have been shown to be successful in producing high-
quality test suites for software where the code is not accessible (black-box approach). Nevertheless,
no method has been found to guide combining some of these in a general way. In this study, a
test suite generation method for black-box software called CMBMeTest was created to respond to
these challenges. It employs several coupled software testing techniques, namely, model-based
testing (MBT), constraint programming (CP), and metamorphic testing (MT). CMBMeTest provides
step-by-step instructions for using the information available (such as program specifications, inputs
and outputs) to create an initial test suite that covers the model obtained, using a combination of
MBT and CP (referred to as MBT+CP). Furthermore, using the metamorphic relations (MRs) of MT, a
better test suite was produced from that initial test suite. The method allows particular stages to be
iterated to improve the results by building new models and new MRs. A comprehensive case study
was conducted, employing CMBMeTest to produce encouraging results. Mutation testing was used
to evaluate the test suite, and the first round produced a high mutation score. A more detailed model
was used to repeat the process, with similar outcomes.

Keywords: model-based testing; metamorphic relations; constraint solvers; constraint programming
systems; test case generation; test suites

1. Introduction

One of the most important tasks in software testing is to generate an adequate set of
test cases to detect the largest number of bugs in the program, i.e., to cover most of the
implemented code. This task becomes a challenge when the source code of the software to
be tested is inaccessible, i.e., when the testing approach uses a black box. Although several
techniques can be used to test this type of software, independently or integrated with others,
generic guides to applying them are scarce. This paper presents CMBMeTest, a method
that addresses the challenge of generating coverage test suites using a black-box approach.
For this purpose, a series of steps to be followed and several combined testing techniques
are described. The method starts from the available program information, typically inputs,
outputs and/or their specification, and derives a coverage test suite. In addition, tools are
proposed to automate part of the process. A complete case study is developed by applying
the proposed method, with the test suite generated with mutation testing being evaluated.
The results obtained are promising, achieving a mutation score of more than 90%.

One of the most popular methods for testing software with the black-box approach
is known as model-based testing (MBT), which can abstract away the specifics of the
language or implementation to concisely describe their behavior [1]. Additionally, it is
simpler to examine the program model’s coverage criteria. This method is applied at
numerous levels of software testing, particularly in system testing, and with a wide range
of automation levels and tools. GraphWalker (GW) [2], which offers graphical model
design and execution capabilities, is one example of an MBT tool. Moreover, having a set
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of test cases that meets specific coverage requirements is helpful when testing software.
Typically, some limitations on the program’s expected inputs and outputs are established
during the test case generation process in order to accomplish this coverage. One way to
set input/output limitations is to use constraint programming (CP) to identify the desired
outputs and solve the constraints required to pursue a particular path. The combination of
MBT and CP techniques is called MBT+CP.

Furthermore, metamorphic testing (MT) has proven to be an effective technique in
various fields and disciplines, including cloud computing [3], geographical information
systems [4], chatbots [5], or distributed computations [6]. Metamorphic testing attempts to
alleviate the test oracle problem (Section 2.4) and other problems (improving fault detection
rates) through the use of metamorphic relations (MRs), which are known relationships
between the inputs and outputs of multiple executions of the program under test [7]. As an
example, if our software is computing sin(x), one MR could be that if sin(x) = y, then
sin(−x) = −y: from a test case with input x and expected output y, we could derive one
with input −x and expected output −y.

This paper provides a full description of CMBMeTest: a guided method for generating
high-coverage test suites with a black-box approach, from the program specification to the
generated suite. Initially, a source test suite is generated through MBT+CP. Subsequently,
MRs are designed and implemented (following the proof of concept from our prior proof-
of-concept MR identification study [8]), and executed to obtain a better test suite (follow-up
test suite). The suite generated is evaluated using auxiliary testing techniques.

We apply each step to a case study, MetaSearch [9], which is a Web Services Business
Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) composition. WS-BPEL has been chosen because
there exist tools that can evaluate the quality of the tests produced by the approach via
mutation testing, which seeds defects and checks whether the tests can detect them.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A generic guided method to obtain a suite of quality test cases on programs where
sources are unavailable, using MBT+CP and metamorphic testing.

• The test suite generation for a case study through MBT+CP combined techniques with
the GraphWalker and MiniZinc tools.

• The design and implementation of metamorphic relations for a case study, employing
CP in the MiniZinc constraint model language.

• New enhanced test suites for a case study, obtained through metamorphic relations.
• Validation of the quality of the generated test suite using the mutation testing technique.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces background concepts in MBT,
CP, and MT, and Section 3 explores related work in these areas. Section 4 describes the six
steps of the proposed method in a language-agnostic manner. In Section 5, the method is
illustrated and evaluated, step-by-step, by means of a case study. Section 6 discusses the
results, while Section 7 analyzes the threats to validity. Finally, the last section presents the
conclusions and future lines of research.

2. Background

This section describes certain concepts that are required to understand this work. We
start with a general introduction to the definition and generation of test cases. We then
briefly describe the testing techniques and tools involved in the process: model-based
testing, GraphWalker, constraint programming, MiniZinc and metamorphic testing.

2.1. Test Case Definition and Generation

Beizer [10] considers that the goal of software testing depends on the maturity level of
the software testing process in an organization. He lists five levels, of which this paper aims
to achieve the fifth one: “Testing is a mental discipline that helps all IT professionals develop
higher-quality software”. To reach this level, as described by Ammann and Offutt [11] in
one of the basic texts on software testing, the current approach follows two steps: building a
model of the program under test (using structures and criteria such as input spaces, graphs,
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logical expressions, and syntactic representations), and generating tests from this model by
finding the various ways in which it can be exercised.

For any program, the possible number of inputs is typically immense, and it is not fea-
sible to test them all at every stage of program development. Therefore, the test designer’s
goal will be to carefully sample these large input spaces, seeking the fewest tests that show
the most problems. That is, there are two questions to be solved: how to search, and when
to stop. To answer these questions, test requirements need to be considered. According to
Ammann and Offutt [11] “a coverage criterion is a rule or collection of rules that imposes
test requirements on a test set”. They are specific elements of a software artifact that a test
must satisfy. For example, coverage criteria require that the tests exercise the software in a
certain number of ways.

The level of abstraction in testing can be raised by using mathematical structures. This
is how model-driven test design (MDTD) emerged. MDTD decomposes the tests, according
to the coverage criteria, into a sequence of small tasks (based on the previous structures)
that simplify the generation of tests. These structures can be extracted from many software
artifacts. For example, graphs can be extracted from UML use cases, finite state machines
or source code, among others, and logical expressions can be extracted from decisions in
source code, from conditionals in use cases.

Meanwhile, for test design, two complementary approaches should be considered
(Chapter 2 of [11]): design based on code coverage criteria and design based on people
(domain experts that can detect possible failures that the coverage criteria do not detect).
While the former is more technical and mathematical (described above), the latter requires
knowledge of the problem domain and experience in testing solutions for that domain.

Once these models are defined, it is relatively simple to automate the process of
defining and generating test cases, achieving agility and reducing costs in software testing.
Chapter 3 of Ammann and Offutt [11] defines test automation in a broad sense as: “The
use of software to control the execution of tests, the comparison of actual outcomes to
predicted outcomes, the setting up of test preconditions, and other test control and test
reporting functions”.

Taking into account this approach, many works have focused on how to generate
high-quality test cases in an automated way. For example, Utting et al. [12] discuss the
model-based testing process, defining a taxonomy that covers the key aspects of MBT
proposals as well as tools to implement them. In addition, Fraser and Arcuri [13] present
the results of an experiment on unit test generation using the EvoSuite system on several
open-source and industrial projects.

2.2. Model-Based Testing

Model-based testing (MBT), which abstracts the details of a language or implementa-
tion to describe its behavior in a simple way, is one of the most frequently used methods to
test software. By developing a model that captures the behavior of the system under test,
model-based testing is an effective and flexible approach for testing software [1].

Additionally, it is simpler to verify the coverage requirements of the program model.
This method is utilized with a wide range of automation levels and a variety of tools at
various levels of software testing, particularly in system testing [14].

GraphWalker [2], which offers graphical model creation and execution capabilities, is
an example of an MBT tool. GraphWalker has a web-based editor (Studio) to view and edit
its graph-based models, and a command-line tool (CLI) to execute the model by traversing
the graph.

GraphWalker graphs are finite state machines (FSMs) in which the states are repre-
sented by the vertices and the transitions by the edges. One vertex in the graph must be se-
lected as the initial state, and a path generator expression must be provided: this expression
determines how the graph is traversed and when to stop. For example, the random(edge_-
coverage(100)) expression would tell GraphWalker to perform a random walk over the
graph, and to stop when all edges have been covered. Likewise, the tool allows the inclu-
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sion of guards and actions on transitions, which, respectively, limit when the transition can
be triggered and execute code when the transition is triggered. Once the model is created
and the different properties are defined, the model can be executed to check whether it
behaves as expected. In GraphWalker Studio, the transitions and states are colored as you
run through the diagram. Subsequently, and through the GraphWalker CLI tool, we obtain
a set of paths that guarantee the proposed constraints and coverage.

2.3. Constraint Programming

In constraint programming (CP), a program comprises a set of constraints (a model)
such that, when executed, it finds a solution that satisfies those constraints. The exact
procedure is tasked to the constraint solver, a piece of software which implements the
appropriate decision processes.

This paradigm emerged in the 1980s, although there was some prior work. In the
1990s, they were used more in practice, generally as an extension of logic programming
languages: the approach was called constraint logical programming (CLP). They are,
broadly speaking, software development environments and were mainly used to build
applications for planning (personnel, production, etc.) and design problems [15]. The use
of constraint programming systems (CPSs) is growing rapidly, and they are increasingly
being implemented in a wider range of domains [16,17].

CPSs are based on different programming languages and paradigms, with there
being many different tools. Kjellerstrand provided a comparison of the available CPS
in [18]. For the present work, a number of different options were studied, considering the
conciseness of the syntax, its ease of use, the community behind the tool, the quality of the
documentation and their capabilities. Among others, JaCoP [19], Choco [20], Gecode [21],
Tailor/Essence [22], and MiniZinc [23] were studied. Of these options, MiniZinc strikes a
good balance of features: (i) many solvers can parse MiniZinc (including several versions
of Gecode); (ii) it is concise, since it provides high-level elements and logical operators;
(iii) it has ample documentation [24]; (iv) it has an active user community around it; and
(v) it is available as open source.

MiniZinc is an open-source constraint modeling language [23] that can describe con-
straint resolution and optimization problems while allowing alternative solvers to be used.
A graphical interface is included in the default distribution of MiniZinc for ease of use,
as well as examples [25]. Input data is separated into its own data file, away from the
model files. An .mzn model file and a .dzn data file are translated into a FlatZinc model,
specific to the solver.

A MiniZinc model consists of a set of variables and parameter declarations, followed
by a set of constraints and a solve statement (and, optionally, output). The parameters are
set by the user in the data file, and the variables are calculated by the solver while solving
the constraints. The solver can be told to simply find a solution that satisfies all constraints,
or a solution that maximizes a particular objective. Constraints can be set on any variables
in the model, while the language allows flexibility in terms of the operators to apply to
those data. Listing 1 shows an example of a MiniZinc model with the solution (mary = 9,
jack = 3 and violet = 12).

Listing 1. MiniZinc model example.

1 % Example problem about ages in MiniZinc.
2 %
3 % Mary is three times as old as Jack , the sum of their ages is that of Violet ’ s ,
4 % while the ages of the three of them add up to 24. How old are they?
5
6 int : n = 24; % constant
7 var 0.. n: mary; % variable
8 var 0.. n: jack ;
9 var 0.. n: violet ;
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10
11 constraint mary = jack*3
12 /\
13 mary + jack = violet
14 /\
15 mary + jack + violet = 24; % constraint
16
17 solve satisfy ; % solve statement

2.4. Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing, as mentioned in the previous section, has been proposed to
alleviate the oracle problem [26]. MT relies on the notion of a metamorphic relation (MR).
In Chen et al. [7], an MR is defined as follows:

Let f be a target function or algorithm. A metamorphic relation is a necessary
property of f over a sequence of two or more inputs 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉, where n ≥ 2,
and their corresponding outputs 〈 f (x1), f (x2), . . . , f (xn)〉. It can be expressed as a
relation R ⊆ Xn×Yn, where⊆ denotes the subset relation, and Xn and Yn are the
Cartesian products of n input and n output spaces, respectively. Following stan-
dard informal practice, we may simply write R(x1, x2, . . . , xn, f (x1), f (x2), . . . ,
f (xn)) to indicate that 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn, f (x1), f (x2), . . . , f (xn〉 ∈ R.

When the implementation is correct, program inputs and outputs are expected to
satisfy necessary properties that are relevant to the underlying algorithms. Through MRs,
it is possible to generate new test cases from the initial ones. As an example, take a function
f , which, given m natural numbers, n0, n1, . . . , nm, calculates their mean. If the inputs are
rearranged (for example, n0, n2, n1, . . . , nm), the result must be the same, since it is a known
property of the arithmetic mean. Formally, we can express this as

MR1 ≡ (∀x L2 = perm((n0, n1, n2, . . . nm), x)

=⇒ mean(L2) = mean((n0, n1, n2, . . . nm)))

where (n0, n1, n2, . . . nm), is the original input and L2 will be the follow-up test case input
(the x-th permutation of (n0, n1, n2, . . . nm)):

• Source: ((n0, n1, . . . , nm), mean((n0, n1, . . . , nm)))
• Following: (L2, mean(L2))

If the output is different, it means a defect in an implementation of f has been detected.
In general, given a source test case t0, its next test case t f (“follow-up test case”) is obtained
by applying an MR to t0.

Segura et al. [27] report several domains where metamorphic testing has been particu-
larly useful. These include thermodynamics, smart streetlight systems, mesh simplification
programs, machine learning classifiers, wireless signal metering, search engines, and the
NASA Data Access Toolkit (DAT).

3. Related Work

This section explores related work pertinent to both this study and the techniques
employed in the proposed method.

Software testing techniques are analyzed and compared according to the white-box
and black-box approaches, indicating the advantages and disadvantages of each approach
and at which level of software testing development each is typically employed [28,29].
In the context of test case generation techniques, the number of related research papers
has increased in recent years, as has the number of studies on the tools that implement
them [30,31]. MBT and metamorphic testing may be highlighted as two of the most widely
used, showing good results. In [32], software-testing fundamentals, in general, and MBT,
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in particular, are presented. Meanwhile, in [33], MBT is cited as one of the most significant
automated black- box techniques. Below, we discuss articles that combine and discuss
some of the software testing techniques used in the method proposed in the present study.

3.1. Model-Based Testing and Constraint Solvers to Generate Test Cases

C. Sun, M. Li, J. Jia, and J. Han [34] propose a constraint-based model-driven testing
approach for web services. They extend the WSDL (Web Services Description Language) to
include constraints related to web service behavior, preforming an empirical study with
three real-life applications. Despite being complete, the study is specific to web services,
unlike our proposal, which aims to be more generic, using a black-box approach.

V. Vishal, M. Kovacioglu, R. Kherazi, and M. R. Mousavi [35] applied MBT using
Spec Explorer to the Image Detection Subsystem responsible for generation, detection
and translation of X-rays to images. They developed their own tool that interfaces Spec
Explorer with a constraint solver to generate specific test data for the model. They used
a small constraint solver called ZogSolve, which is limited in features and has no recent
development activity, unlike MiniZinc which provides a graphical interface, supports
numerous constraint solvers, and is frequently updated. Furthermore, Spec Explorer is
proprietary software, unlike GraphWalker, which is open source.

RESTes [36] is a framework for automated black-box testing of RESTful APIs (repre-
sentational state transfer application programming interface). Among its main features,
RESTest supports the specification and automated analysis of dependencies between pa-
rameters, allowing constraint solvers to be used for the automated generation of valid test
cases. Similarly to our proposal, it is based on tests for black-box environments, where the
code is inaccessible. In this case, open-source software tools are used, such as IDLReasoner.
Given an OAS specification and a set of IDL dependencies (e.g., using IDL4OAS), the tool
translates them into a CSP expressed in MiniZinc. Subsequently, the results of CSP are ana-
lyzed to determine whether an API call satisfies all the dependencies between parameters.
Therefore, CSP is used for the same purpose as in the above work by Vishal et al., that is,
to manage the dependencies between parameters. However, unlike the work presented
here, MBT is used as a technique to obtain the system model, but visual representations,
such as those of GW, are not used.

Overall, unlike other approaches, our proposal has the advantage of using two open-
source and frequently updated tools. In addition, the proposal aims to be more general,
both in applications and in the domains in which it is applied.

3.2. Formalization and Identification of Metamorphic Relations

Various studies have guided or proposed formats for MRs. These studies are briefly
described below. Zhang et al. [37] proposed MRI (MR Inferrer), a search-based approach for
automatic inference of polynomial MRs for a program under test. In particular, they used a
set of parameters to represent a particular class of MRs, which they refer to as polynomial
MRs, and turned the problem of inferring MRs into one of searching for suitable values for
the parameters. In MRI, the MRs must obey a certain scheme. Furthermore, they are only
suitable for numerical values. Additionally, further filtering is necessary to obtain quality
MRs. In our proposal, the format of MRs is more flexible, since it is capable of implementing
not only polynomial MRs, but all the MRs that can be represented through the constraint
programming language (e.g., those including existential/universal quantification or arrays).

Another paper [38] proposes a specific language for describing MRs, called MRDL.
This language is descriptive and helps in the implementation of code to generate the
following cases from each MR. However, we propose to implement the MRs through a
constraint-based language that also implements each MR and obtains the following test
cases through a constraint solver.

Segura et al. [27] propose a template for describing MRs, with several examples applica-
ble to different domains and types of software. However, this notation, unlike our proposal,
is not sufficiently formal to be processed by a computer and checked for consistency.
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In another, more recent work by Segura et al. [39], several ways to represent MRs
are proposed, albeit for a specific domain, namely, query languages such as SQL. There-
fore, the proposal is not sufficiently homogeneous to be applied to different domains,
as proposed in this paper.

Chen et al. [40] propose a methodology called METRIC for the systematic identification
of MRs based on a category-choice framework, which partially automates the identification
of MRs by obtaining candidate pairs of test frames and asking humans to manually identify
whether the pair can be used to produce an MR. Test frames are produced by partitioning
the input domain, with the approach being supported by a tool called MR-GEN. In some
ways, this can be considered a black-box approach to designing MRs, where only the inputs
and outputs are important. Sun et al. recently proposed an improved version of METRIC,
called METRIC+ [41], which also performs partitioning on the output domain.

To summarize, these works only provide partial guidance on how to identify the
MRs and/or generate tests from them. CMBMeTest guides the entire process, from the
generation of the source test suite (through MBT+CP) and identification of initial MRs to
the generation of follow-up test cases. Moreover, CMBMeTest formalizes the source test
cases and the MRs in a constraint programming language for which mature solvers exist.

3.3. Constraint Solving and MT

Constraint solving and metamorphic testing have previously been combined in dif-
ferent ways However, the existing works focus on different aspects, and their approaches
are unlike ours. Firstly, Gotlieb and Botella [42] use constraint logic programming to find
test cases that do not satisfy a given MR. They present examples where the program can be
proved to satisfy this MR. The paper presents a prototype implementation of its approach,
using the existing INKA test case generator [43].

Furthermore, a recently published paper by Akgün et al. [44] proposes using MT to
validate constraint-programming systems. The complexity of these systems makes them
difficult to test otherwise. Specifically, they use MT to validate the Minion CPS [22]. They
show that MT is effective in finding bugs introduced through random code mutation.
The aim of their work differs greatly from that of CMBMeTest, which uses constraint
solving to generate tests for a system under test.

4. Proposed Method

As mentioned, this paper presents CMBMeTest, a method to generate test suites
through MBT+CP and MT for software under test, focusing on the design and implemen-
tation of MRs. CMBMeTest aims to provide an end-to-end process: in the first steps, it
combines model-based testing and constraint programming to derive an initial set of test
cases. Constraint programming is also used in later steps to guide the design, implementa-
tion and execution of MRs.

This section describes the steps involved in CMBMeTest. Each step is explained in the
following subsections. Figure 1 outlines the proposal. Broadly, the methodology consists of
the following stages:

1. Gathering information about the problem.
2. Gathering information about the software under test.
3. Source test suite generation.
4. Creation of constraint sets.
5. Implementation of MRs in MiniZinc.
6. Iterative test suite generation and refinement.
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Figure 1. CMBMeTest diagram.

4.1. Gathering Information about the Problem

When using this method, the context in which a problem arises is important because
contexts may have different features. The programs that solve the problem can be tested
to find potential inconsistencies or flaws by determining the essential components of
the problem and how they relate to one another. The procedures to be implemented to
determine the context are as follows:

1. Identification of the problem domain or context.
2. Identification of the inputs and outputs for the problem.
3. Identification of the restrictions for the inputs and outputs. That is, the limits of the

problem domain in which we can operate. In this step, we write down the nature and
number of values of the data we have in the problem, as well as any assumptions.
For example, if we want to calculate the average of some given values, we need to
know the number of values and whether they are natural numbers, integers, real
numbers, etc.

4. Identification of properties related to the problem that affect inputs, outputs or the
problem in general. Returning to the example of computing averages, we know that
the average should remain the same regardless of the order of the values. That is,
even if we permute the order of the values, it should give the same result.

In conclusion, this step is about describing the domain of the problem. If any features
or properties are known, they should be included to facilitate the following steps. Section 5.1
shows an example.

4.2. Gathering Information about the Software under Test

This step involves gathering all the information available about the SUT (the input and
output value domains are typically defined based on the type of programming language
used in the SUT):

1. Specification (format) of the input data, with its program-specific restrictions.
2. Specification (format) of the output data, with its program-specific restrictions.

To develop this proposal, we consider a black-box approach in which the source code
is not accessible. Section 5.2 shows an example of this stage.

4.3. Source Test Suite Generation

This stage creates a source test suite according to a set of requirements and to the
information gathered in the previous steps, developing a model depicted by a diagram that
represents the software under test (SUT).

The method follows a black-box approach, where we explore the input space based on
that model, describing the values of the inputs in the paths. We start by constructing a finite
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state machine (FSM) model (e.g., in GraphWalker) with an initial state and an exit state
(marking the completion of a test case). The transitions of the FSM represent the various
changes that can be made to the input to the program, and how these affect our expectations
of the outputs. Transition guards limit when these changes can be made, and transition
actions update two sets: a set of input requirements and a set of output expectations. Some
transitions may only make sense in certain contexts: these contexts are represented as
additional states between the initial and exit state. The FSM also includes a transition from
the exit state back to the initial state, whose action outputs a complete test case and clears
the input requirements and output expectations, in preparation for constructing the next
test case. This looping transition allows for a randomized walk over the graph (meeting a
certain stopping criterion, such as covering all edges) to produce requirements for a set of
test cases.

The input requirements and output expectations are formalized as sets of parameter-
ized propositions (e.g., age_greater_than(3)). A mapping needs to be defined from these
propositions to fragments in our chosen constraint programming language (e.g., MiniZinc),
which includes constraints and potentially additional variables. For instance, the above
proposition would be mapped to age > 3 in MiniZinc, assuming the age variable was
defined elsewhere. This use of parameterized propositions is intended to decouple the FSM
from the CP language and make it easier to write logic that changes input requirements or
output expectations within the action of a transition.

The tests generated by the FSM are then translated to a MiniZinc model in order to
generate a test case for the source test suite. In the following, we generically detail the
structure of the MiniZinc model that generates each test case:

1. Define the variables corresponding to the inputs and outputs of the test cases in MiniZ-
inc language, according to the type and structure described in the previous steps.

2. Add the constraints included in the diagram for that specific test case (obtained from
the GraphWalker path).

3. Add the MiniZinc statement solve satisfy so that the solver obtains the values of a test
case according to the defined restrictions.

Hence, this step can be automated by translating the set of paths obtained through the
diagram into MiniZinc constraint models, as described above. Following the above steps,
a source test suite covering the depicted model diagram is obtained. An example can be
found in Section 5.3.

4.4. Creation of Constraint Sets

Hereafter, we create sets of restrictions (which will lead to MRs), grouped according to
the criteria for obtaining them. This involves making changes in the input variables that
impact the output variables and/or other input variables. This requires defining constraints
on the input variables before the change (if any), and constraints on the input and output
variables after the change. We describe the MRs based on the properties identified in
Step 1 of the method, and taking into account the above. For example, if our program
calculates the distances between two cities A and B (inputs), with D being the distance
(output), and describes a property in which the distance between a source city and a
destination city coincides with the distance between the destination city and the source
city, an MR can be that, given the source test case t = (A,B,D), the follow-up test case is
t′ = (B,A,D′), where D = D′.

Depending on the type of value involved, it may be a simple arithmetic operation. If it
is an integer, for example, it may be a deactivation of the variable if it is binary, or simply
a substitution of its value by the empty string, if it is a character string, for example. All
this has an impact on the output values, and/or on other input variables.

We consider the set of values from the initial test suite as set T = {t1, t2, . . . tn}, where
each ti = (Ii, Oi) is a specific initial test case with its inputs Ii and its expected outputs Oi.
Additionally, we consider the set of values of the follow-up test case as T′ = {t′1, t′2, . . . t′n},
where each t′i = (I′i , O′i) is a follow-up test case obtained from ti by applying an MR.
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The aim is to define several MRs in this way, based on the properties defined above
and combining the different changes in the inputs that affect the outputs. Section 5.4
illustrates an example.

4.5. Implementation of Metamorphic Relations in MiniZinc

This section explains how to go from the abstract definition of MRs (as sets of restric-
tions) in the previous section to their corresponding implementation in MiniZinc. Each MR
is implemented as a MiniZinc model. The general steps are as follows:

1. The elements of the initial test case (t1) must be defined as parameters to be set by the
user. Each .dzn file is one of the source test cases obtained in the previous step.

2. The elements of the next test case (t′1) must be defined as variables to be computed by
the solver.

3. A module with constraints may be defined for the source test case.
4. A module with the constraints for the follow-up test is defined.
5. The statement solve satisfy; is added, asking for any solution.

Section 5.5 illustrates this mapping for the selected case study.

4.6. Iterative Test Generation and Refinement

With an initial diagram and set of MRs designed, this last stage consists of evaluating
and improving both the tests and the MRs in a feedback loop. Specifically, these steps
below are followed:

1. Determine the method or technique to be used to evaluate the tests and set the targets
to be achieved. For example, use another testing technique (e.g., mutation testing,
where common bugs are artificially injected into the program) to assess the quality of
the test suite. In the case of mutation testing, the target might be to reach a specific
mutation score (i.e., proportion of injected faults that were detected).

2. Assess the source tests generated by MiniZinc based on the chosen technique.
3. Generate the follow-up tests through the MRs implemented and evaluate them,

obtaining an indication of how much they have improved.
4. If the target has been achieved, stop.
5. If the target has not been achieved and there has been no improvement in the last

repetitions, stop.
6. Otherwise,

• Redesign the initial diagram with more details (i.e, new states and/or transitions),
and input variables (paying attention to the parts of the graph that have not been
covered before, if any), and go back to Section 4.3 to generate new test suites
from the chosen tool. New additional MRs can likewise be designed.

Section 5.6 presents an example of this stage.

5. Case Study and Evaluation

After presenting the CMBMeTest method with all its steps, this section will set out an
end-to-end case study of a system where the source code is not available—in other words,
a black-box system. In this case study, the CMBMeTest method is followed, based on the
program model obtained from the available information (inputs, outputs, description and
specification of the problem and the software used). Using GraphWalker and an FSM, we
model the input space of the program and our expectations about the outputs.

The MiniZinc constraint programming system is used to both generate the initial tests,
and produce follow-up tests through the identified metamorphic relations.

The case study is based on MetaSearch composition by Mayer and Lübke [9]. Given
the two search engines (Google and MSN) and a client that searches for an expression,
the program computes the search and obtains the results. In this case, its flowchart is
known: both inputs and outputs are specified.
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5.1. Gathering Information about the Problem

The problem of search information by Google or MSN would be analyzed as follows:

1. Identification of the problem domain or context. On a general level, this is an or-
chestration problem of two services that provide equivalent and complementary
functionality, where we want to combine their results. In this case, the composition
agents are identified. This is a problem of execution of two search engines. We can
find three different agents in this composition:

• The client, who is the one who performs the search query.
• Google, which is one of the search engines.
• MSN, which is the second search engine.

Essentially, a user performs a query using two search engines and obtains a set
of results.

2. Identification of the inputs and outputs for the problem.

• Inputs: Search string entered by the user: questions, language, country, Google re-
sults, Google availability, MSN results, MSN availability and maximum number
of results.

– The user provides initial data so that the respective search engines can start
the search. (Query, Language, Country, Max_Results).

– In Google: (url1, title1, snippet1, url2, title2, snippet2, url3, title3, snip-
pet3, . . .). Three strings for each search result, identifying the url, the title
and a snippet of the result.

– In MSN: (title1, description1, url1, title2, description2, url2, url2, title3,
description3, url3). Three strings for each search result, identifying the title,
description and url.

– Google availability (binary value).
– MSN availability (binary value).
– Max results (int value)

• Outputs: results between the two search engines according to the logic of the
composition and the data provided by the user (maximum number of results).

3. Identification of the restrictions for the inputs and outputs (or both).

• Input:

– (Query, Language, Country, Max_Results): value list (alphabetic and nu-
meric) fixed (query, language, country, maximum number of results) (string,
string (default), string (default), positive integer or zero)

– The question strings are open (query), but the language and country strings
correspond to the standard language and country abbreviations (ISO 639-2
language code and ISO 3166 country code). For example, es, en, US, GB,
ES, etc.

– Google results: Lists first all Google results in the following format: (url1,
title1, snippet1, url2, title2, snippet2, url3, title3, snippet3). (string, string,
string, string, string, string, string, . . . ) three strings for each search result.

– MSN results: (Results - GoogleResults > 0) all MSN results will be shown
to the user after the possible Google results. (title_msn1, description1,
url_msn1, title_msn2, description2, url_msn2, title_msn3, description3, url_-
msn3). (string, string, string, string, string, string, string, . . . ) three strings
for each search result.

– Google availability (binary value: true/false).
– MSN availability (binary value: true/false).
– Maximum results (int value)

• Output: The maximum number of results is determined by the value of MaxRe-
sult (number entered by the client), but there can be fewer. This is given the
name of expected result.
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4. Writing down properties related to the context of the problem that affects inputs,
outputs, or the problem in general. These can indicate the impact that changing the
inputs in a certain way would have on the program outputs, allowing us to move
between different points of the input space of the problem.

• If none of the search engines are available, the expected result must be 0.
• If one of the search engines is not available, there are no results from that

search engine.
• If the language value appears, the country value must also appear (and vice

versa). The default value is en-US.
• If the number of different results r returned by a search engine is reduced by

n for the same search string, the expected results should match the first r − n
results of the original search.

• If a new (different) result is added to one of the search engines, a new expected
result should be returned.

5.2. Gathering Information about the Software under Test

The next step is to study the specific characteristics of the program under test that
solves the above problem. In the case of MetaSearch, we know that it is a service com-
position written in WS-BPEL: an XML-based language designed for centralized control
of the invocation of different web services, with some added business logic that aids pro-
gramming in the large. However, we apply the method under a black-box approach, so
we assume we do not have the code. We only consider the type of software, and the
information available in the problem specification.

1. Specification (format) of input data (restrictions on input information).

• List of four element tuples (three strings and an integer >= 0): Query, Language,
Country, MaxResults.

– Query is a free string to search.
– Language specifies the language with two lowercase letters (ISO 639-2 lan-

guage code).
– Country specifies the country with two uppercase letters (ISO 3166 coun-

try code).
– MaxResults specifies the maximum results with an integer.

• There are two types of results, those of Google and those of MSN:

– googleAvailable. Indicates whether the Google search engine is available
or not (‘true’ or ‘false’).

– msnAvailable. Indicates whether the MSN search engine is available or not
(‘true’ or ‘false’).

– Googlevalues. Google results are displayed in the following format: (url1,
title1, snippet1, url2, title2, snippet2, url3, title3, snippet3). “urlN” fol-
lows the format of The URL Standard. (string, string, string, string, string,
string, . . . ), three strings per search result.

– msnResponseValue. If there are any MSN results (Results - Google_Re-
sults > 0), all MSN results will be shown to the user after the possible
Google results: (title_msn1, description1, url_msn1, title_msn2, descrip-
tion2, url_msn2, title_msn3, description3, url_msn3) (string, string, string,
string, string, string, . . . ), three strings per search result. “url_msnN” follows
the format of the URL Standard.

2. Specification (format) of the output data (restrictions on output information).
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5.3. Source Test Suite Generation

We have divided this phase into two steps: on the one hand, the creation of the diagram
in GraphWalker that will generate coverage paths, and on the other hand, the generation of
test cases from the paths obtained and using the constraint model in MiniZinc.

Based on the information about MetaSearch obtained in the previous steps, a diagram
is developed in GraphWalker that represents the model of the software under test (Figure 2).

Figure 2. MetaSearch initial GraphWalker diagram, GW1.

For the creation of the diagram, four states are defined: init (initial state), exit (exit
state, marking the completion of a test case), Google (represents the Google search engine)
and MSN (represents the MSN search engine). Furthermore, the transitions in the diagram
in Figure 2 are described below, including the source and destination states and what
they represent:

• e_NewSearch: goes from init to Google. It models a result in the Google search engine.
• e_NewEdge: goes from init to MSN. It models a result in the MSN search engine.
• e_loop: goes from exit to init. It models the start of a new path when another path

has finished. Its action outputs a complete test case and clears the input requirements
and output expectations in preparation for constructing the next test case. This looping
transition allows for a randomized walk over the graph.

• new from Google: goes from Google to Google. It models when having received a
result from Google, you obtain a new result from Google.

• repeat from MSN: goes from Google to Google. It models when the result from Google
is a repeated result from MSN.

• e_NewResult1: goes from MSN to Google. It models when a result arrives from Google
having previously received a result from MSN.

• e_Result2: goes from Google to MSN. It models when a result arrives from MSN
having previously received a result from Google.

• new from MSN: goes from MSN to MSN. It models when having received a result from
MSN, a new result is obtained from MSN.

• repeat from Google: goes from MSN to MSN. It models when the result from MSN is a
repeated result from Google.

• e_end_of_args: goes from MSN to exit. It models the end of a path that the diagram
has covered.
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Some guards and actions are included in the transitions and states. For example, as a
guard, the maximum number of results for each search engine is 10. In the actions, the input
conditions and the output conditions of each transition are included.

Furthermore, as a feature of the generator, we specify random(edge_coverage(100) &&
reached_vertex(exit)). This performs a random walk, which stops when all edges are covered
and the exit state is reached.

In this first version of the diagram, for simplicity, it is considered that both search
engines are always available (google_av = true and MSN_available = true), and that the
values of language and country are fixed.

Invoking GraphWalker produces a set of paths that meets the stated restrictions and
achieves the required coverage. To create a test case for the source test suite, a MiniZinc
model is used to represent each of these paths. Each guard and each input and output
condition (expressed as a logic proposition, e.g., “expected_result_count(n)”) of the Graph-
Walker diagram are translated into a MiniZinc constraint. An excerpt of the propositions
and how they map to MiniZinc can be seen in Table 1. Therefore, for example, the first row
of Table 1, at_ least_nresults_msn(n), as an input constraint, means that there are at least n
results from the MSN search engine. This sentence is translated into MiniZinc language by
declaring an integer variable called num MSN and adding the constraint that its value must
be ≥n.

Table 1. Excerpt of mappings from intermediate code (logical propositions from GraphWalker model)
examples to MiniZinc constraints.

Proposition MiniZinc Constraint

at_least_nresults_msn(n) var int: num_MSN; num_MSN >= n;
at_least_nresults_google(n) var int: num_G; num_G >= n;
expected_result_count(n) var int: num_expected; num_expected = n;

Below, we detail the particular steps of the MiniZinc model structure that generate
each test case for MetaSearch:

1. Define the variables corresponding to the inputs and outputs of the test cases in
MiniZinc language

var int: num_MSN; % number of MSN results
var int: num_G; % number of Google results
var int: num_expected; % number of results expected
array[1..10] of var string: listG; % Google results
array[1..10] of var string: listMSN; % MSN results

2. Add the constraints included in the diagram for general test cases and specific test
cases. An example of one of the paths, where both Google and MSN results can be ≥
0, but the number of expected results is 0:

%% The maximum number of results is limited to 10:
array[1..10] of var string: listG; % Google results
array[1..10] of var string: listMSN; % MSN results
constraint forall(i in 1..10)
(exists(j in 1..21)(listG[i] = listURLs[j]));
constraint forall(i in 1..10)
(exists(j in 1..21)(listMSN[i] = listURLs[j]));
constraint num_MSN >= 0;
constraint num_G >= 0;
constraint num_expected = 0;

3. Add the MiniZinc statement solve satisfy so that the solver obtains the values of a test
case, according to the defined restrictions.
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Listing 2 implements Path 1, which corresponds to “no results from any search engine”.
Running this MiniZinc model generates tc1, which represents Test Case 1. Therefore, this
process can be automated by converting the collection of paths acquired using GraphWalker
into MiniZinc constraint models, as mentioned. Repeating this process over all the paths
generated by GraphWalker produces a test suite that can be used to exercise the system
under test.

Listing 2. Sample MiniZinc model of Path 1 (tc1 generation).

1 %% Path 1: No results from any search engine
2 %% CONSTANTS
3 array [1..21] of string : listURLs;
4 listURLs = [‘‘ https://www.uca.es’’, ‘‘https://webmerlin.uca.es’’, ‘‘ https://www.

uma.es’’, ‘‘https://www.ugr.es’’, ‘‘https://www.ucm.es’’, ‘‘https://www.upm
.es’’, ‘‘https://www.upc3m.es’’, ‘‘https://www.uhu.es’’, ‘‘https://www.ujaen.
es’’, ‘‘https://www.uco.es’’, ‘‘https://www.upo.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘
https://www.usc.gal’’, ‘‘https://www.upc.edu’’, ‘‘https://www.unex.es’’, ‘‘
https://www.uva.es’’, ‘‘https://www.uclm.es’’, ‘‘https://www.usal.es’’, ‘‘
https://www.uoc.edu’’, ‘‘https://www.upv.es’’, ‘‘https://www.uniovi.es’’];

5 % VARIABLES
6 var int : num_MSN; % number of MSN results
7 var int : num_G; %number of Google results
8 var int : num_expected; %number of results expected
9 array [1..10] of var string : listG ; %Google results

10 array [1..10] of var string : listMSN; %MSN~results
11
12 %% GENERAL CONSTRAINTS
13 %% The maximum number of results is limited to 10:
14 constraint forall ( i in 1..10) ( exists ( j in 1..21) ( listG [ i ] = listURLs[j ]) ) ;
15 constraint forall ( i in 1..10) ( exists ( j in 1..21) (listMSN[i] = listURLs[j ]) ) ;
16
17 %% PATH−SPECIFIC CONSTRAINTS
18 % input conditions : at_least_nresults_msn (0) , at_least_nresults_google (0)
19 constraint num_MSN >= 0;
20 constraint num_G >= 0;
21 % output conditions : expected_result_count (0)
22 constraint num_expected = 0;
23 %% SOLUTION
24 solve satisfy ;

5.4. Creation of Constraint Sets

In this section, the MRs are designed according to the restrictions and conditions
of input, output and paths. We use the following notation to describe MRs, based on
inference rules:

RULE NAME
premises

conclusion

In the above example, premises is a list of predicates that must hold before the MR
can be applied to a test (with an implicit logical AND between them), and conclusion is
another list of predicates that will hold on the follow-up test case (also with an implicit
logical AND). We use these variables to describe the various parts of each test case:

• SEeAvt is a boolean variable which is true if search engine e ∈ N+ is available on test
t, where t ∈ {s, f } (where s refers to the source test case, and f refers to the follow-up
test case).
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• SEeResultt is an integer variable that represents the number of results from engine
e ∈ N+ on test t, where t ∈ {s, f } (where s refers to the source test case, and f refers to
the follow-up test case).

• num_expectedf is an integer variable that represents the number of total results ex-
pected from both engines.

• m is an integer value > 0 that allows a variable to be decremented or incremented.
• Countryt is a string variable that represents the country symbol on test t, where

t ∈ {s, f } (where s refers to the source test case, and f refers to the follow-up test case).
When the value is missing, the default value is US.

• Languaget is a string variable that represents the language symbol on test t, where
t ∈ {s, f } (where s refers to the source test case, and f refers to the follow-up test case).
When the value is missing, the default value is en.

Items marked with s represent the source test case (ts) and items marked with f
represent the corresponding follow-up test case (t f ).

For the specification and design of the MRs, we consider the changes in the availability
of search engines (SEeAvt) and increase or decrease in the number of results (SEeResultt)
for each search engine, forgetting the language (Languaget) or country (Countryt). All
these changes entail changes in some of the follow-up values (num_expectedf, Countryf or
Languagef, for example).

The following MRs (MR1_MSAv and MR2_MSAv) represent when one of the search
engines is no longer available, while the other engine is available. In that case, therefore,
the engine goes from being available to being unavailable and from having a number of
results to having 0 results. The total number of expected results must match the results of
the other search engine. Likewise, MR3_MSAv represents when both of the search engines
are no longer available. Therefore, the total number of expected results must match with 0.

MRn_MSAv (a search engine (SEe) becomes unavailable or all search engines be-
come unavailable):

MR1_MSAV
SE1Avs SE2Avs

¬SE1Avf SE2Avf SE1Resultf = 0
SE2Resultf = SE2Results num_expectedf = SE2Results

MR2_MSAV
SE1Avs SE2Avs

SE1Avf ¬SE2Avf SE2Resultf = 0
SE1Resultf = SE1Results num_expectedf = SE1Results

MR3_MSAV
SE1Avs SE2Avs

¬SE1Avf ¬SE2Avf SE1Resultf = 0 SE2Resultf = 0
num_expectedf = 0

The following MRs (MR1_MSSub and MR2_MSSub) represent when the number of
different results from one of the search engines (SEeResultt) is decremented by m. Conse-
quently, the number of expected results is likewise decreased accordingly (num_expectedt).

MRn_MSSub (decrease by m the number of different results of a search engine):

MR1_MSSUB
SE1Results > 0 SE2Results >= 0

SE1Resultf = SE1Results −m SE2Resultf = SE2Results
num_expectedf = num_expecteds −m

MR2_MSSUB
SE1Results >= 0 SE2Results > 0

SE1Resultf = SE1Results SE2Resultf = SE2Results −m
num_expectedf = num_expecteds −m
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The following MRs (MR1_MSAdd and MR2_MSAdd) represent when the num-
ber of different results from one of the search engines (SEeResultt) is incremented by
m. Consequently, the number of expected results is likewise incremented accordingly
(num_expectedt).

MRn_MSAdd (increase by m the number of results of a search engine):

MR1_MSADD
SE1Results >= 0 SE2Results >= 0

SE1Resultf = SE1Results + m SE2Resultf = SE2Results
num_expectedf = num_expecteds + m

MR2_MSADD
SE1Results >= 0 SE2Results >= 0

SE1Resultf = SE1Results SE2Resultf = SE2Results + m
num_expectedf = num_expecteds + m

The following MRs (MR1_MSCult, MR2_MSCult and MR3_MSCult) are related to
the information called “Culture”, which consists of the language symbol and the country
symbol. The change, in this case, consists of deleting either the language value (MR1_-
MSCult), the country value (MR2_MSCult) or both (MR3_MSCult). Bearing in mind that
when one of the two values is missing, as discussed, the default values en (language) and
US (country) are set, these should be the culture values in the follow-up test case generated.

MRn_MSCult (delete one or both values of Culture: Languaget, Countryt)

MR1_MSCULT
Languages = “” Countrys! = “”

Languagef = en Countryf = US

MR1_MSCULT
Languages! = “” Countrys = “”

Languagef = en Countryf = US

MR1_MSCULT
Languages = “” Countrys = “”

Languagef = en Countryf = US

5.5. Implementation of Metamorphic Relations in MiniZinc

This section follows the steps to implement the MRs corresponding to MetaSearch in
MiniZinc models, according to the previous section.

1. The elements of the initial test case (t1) must be defined as parameters to be set by
the user:

int: num_MSN1;
int: num_G1;
int: num_expected1;
array[1..10] of string: listG1;
array[1..10] of string: listMSN1;
string: av_msn1;
string: av_google1;
string: language1;
string: country1;

2. The elements of the next test case (t2) must be defined as variables to be computed by
the solver:

var int: num_MSN2;
var int: num_G2;

var int: num_expected2;
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array[1..10] of var string: listG2;
array[1..10] of var string: listMSN2;
var string: av_msn2;
var string: av_google2;
var string: language2;
var string: country2;

3. A module with constraints may be defined for the initial test case (for example,
MR1_MSCult.mzn, remove the country):

%% country1 must be to != "";
constraint country1 != "";
constraint num_MSN1 >= 0;
constraint num_G1 >= 0;
constraint num_expected1 >= 0;

4. A module with the constraints for the follow-up test is defined:

constraint num_MSN2 = num_MSN1 ;
constraint num_G2 = num_G1;

constraint num_expected2 = num_expected1;
constraint forall(i in 1..num_G1)(listG2[i] = listG1[i]);
constraint forall(i in 1..num_MSN1)(listMSN2[i] = listMSN1[i]);

constraint av_msn2 = av_msn1;
constraint av_google2 = av_google1;
constraint language2 = language1;
constraint country2 = "" ;

5. The statement solve satisfy; is added, asking for any solution.

The parameter values for every initial test case are written in a different file with
extension dzn with the test case name. Indeed, each .dzn file is one of the initial test cases
obtained in the previous step. As an example, tc0.dzn is included as a source test case,
Listing 3.

Listing 3. Sample MiniZinc source test case (parameters), tc0.dzn

1 listG1 = [‘‘ https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘
https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://
www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.
es’’];

2 listMSN1 = [‘‘https://www.ucm.es’’, ‘‘https://www.uca.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es
’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https
://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.us.es’’, ‘‘https://www.
us.es’’];

3 num_G1 = 0;
4 num_MSN1 = 3;
5 num_expected1 = 3;
6 av_google1 = ‘‘true ’’;
7 av_msn1 = ‘‘true ’’;
8 country1 = ‘‘DE’’;
9 language1 = ‘‘de ’’;

Note that Steps 1 to 5 should be written in the model file .mzn (MiniZinc program file).
Table 2 shows the list and description of the MRs implemented for MetaSearch.
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Table 2. Metamorphic relations for Metasearch.

Name Description

MR1_MSAv Turn off MSN
MR2_MSAv Turn off Google
MR3_MSAv Turn off MSN and Google
MR1_MSAdd Add a new MSN result
MR2_MSAdd Add a new Google result
MR1_MSSub Subtract a result from MSN
MR2_MSSub Subtract a result from Google
MR1_MSCult Language is removed
MR2_MSCult Country is removed
MR3_MSCult Language and Country are removed

5.6. Iterative Test Generation and Refinement

Once the GraphWalker diagram is created, the source test suite of test cases is gener-
ated, the MRs are implemented, and the follow-up MetaSearch test cases are generated,
this step involves evaluating the results obtained and improving them if necessary. For this
purpose, the process is iterated over some of the steps. Specifically, these steps are followed:

1. Determine the method or technique to be used to evaluate the evidence and set the
objectives to be achieved. Mutation testing is used in this case study to evaluate the
results, using the MuBPEL tool [45] for mutation testing for WS-BPEL programs.

2. Assess the source tests generated by MiniZinc, based on the chosen technique. The source
test suite, with seven test cases, is evaluated with MuBPEL, resulting in a percentage
in 75% of mutants killed.

3. Generate the follow-up test suite through the implemented MRs and evaluate them,
obtaining an indication of how much they have improved. We have implemented
10 MRs (see Table 2), obtaining, in total, 60 follow-up test cases. The percentage of
mutants killed was 92%.

4. Although the result is improved by applying MRs (from 75% mutation score to
92%), we seek to improve it by redesigning the GraphWalker diagram, adding more
variability in the information and transitions.

• Redesign the GraphWalker diagram with more details (i.e, new edges or ver-
texes), and input variables (paying attention to the parts of the graph that have
not been covered before, if any), and go back to Section 4.3 to generate new test
suites from the GraphWalker tool. The initial GraphWalker diagram is refined
by adding a new state (cultures) to allow for different values in Country and
language, as well as adding new transitions related to this new state. Addition-
ally, new input conditions are added with information about the availability of
each search engine(av_msn(true/false) and av_google(true/false)). The re-
fined GraphWalker diagram of Metasearch can be observed in Figure 3.

The following steps were followed with the new refined Metasearch diagram, generat-
ing a source set of coverage test cases, specifically 29 test cases. Subsequently, MuBPEL
was run to obtain the mutation score, obtaining a mutation score of 90%, killing a total of
573 mutants.

Further test cases were generated by applying the 10 previously designed MRs to the
initial set. From this operation, 119 test cases were generated, killing a total of 584 mutants,
obtaining a mutation score of 91.8%. The results achieved in the complete process are
shown in Table 3. The results obtained are very similar, and so, in principle, we consider
that the mutation score is improved with respect to the generated source sets. However,
a more detailed discussion is presented in the following section.
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Figure 3. Refined Metasearch GraphWalker diagram.

Table 3. Test cases generated and mutants killed by source and follow-up test suites from initial and
refined GraphWalker diagram.

Phase Source Generated Tests Mutants Killed Mutants Percentage Killed

Round 1 GW1 7 478 75.0%
GW1 + MRs 60 585 92.0%

Refinement GWR 29 573 90.0%
GWR + MRs 119 584 91.8%

As an overview, the process carried out in this case study through this phase is
illustrated in the flow diagram in Figure 4.

Figure 4. MetaSearch CMBMeTest iterative test generation and refinement phase diagram.

6. Discussion

A proposal was made to generate a coverage test suite using a black-box approach.
For this purpose, a step-by-step guide was proposed, from the construction of the system
model, the specification, and the available information, represented as a finite state machine,
to the evaluation of the obtained coverage test suite, with it being possible to iterate the
process in some of the steps.

We propose the integration of several techniques in which MBT is used to obtain
the system model that generates paths that ensure coverage and CP is used to obtain the
source test suite from those paths. Subsequently, metamorphic testing is used to improve
the source test suite by generating follow-up test suites through the execution of MRs.
The MRs are implemented as a set of constraints. Finally, to evaluate the result, mutation
testing is used.

For the validation of the process, a case study was developed based on MetaSearch, a
service composition that orchestrates queries from a client over two search engines: Google
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and MSN. The input space of the system under test and the expectations over its outputs
were modeled with GraphWalker as finite state machines. GraphWalker provides both a
graphical model editor, and a tool to execute the model by performing random walks until
a stopping criterion is met.

A first diagram of the system was produced with the basic information (called GW1).
The paths were generated, indicating full edge coverage to GraphWalker and including
the input and output conditions in the actions and the necessary conditions in the guards.
From the path information, MiniZinc models were implemented to generate the source set
of test cases. The set used consisted of seven test cases. This initial set of test cases was
evaluated with mutation testing using MuBPEL, since MetaSearch is written in WS-BPEL.
MuBPEL generated a total of 706 mutants. These mutants were run against the source set
of test cases.

The remaining live mutants were manually analyzed to discard equivalent mutants,
leaving a total of 636 mutants. When evaluating this source set against the mutants,
478 mutants were killed, indicating a mutation score of 75%. Furthermore, MRs were
then specified as constraints on the basis of some of the input data, performing operations
that affect the outputs and/or other data in the model. For example, some relations were
specified and implemented with respect to the availability of either search engine, or both.
If, for example, Google becomes unavailable, there can be no results from that search
engine, and the expected results would come only from the other search engine. That is,
from a source case in which Google is available, another test case is generated in which
Google becomes unavailable. Therefore, the number of results from Google is modified
(which would be 0, as it is not available), and the list of results from Google would be the
empty list, as well as the expected results. In general, in the case that it is available, there
would only be the results from the other search engine . In total, 10 MRs were implemented,
generating a total of 60 test cases. We evaluated this follow-up test suite with MuBPEL,
killing a total of 585 mutants, indicating a mutation score of 92%. This suggests that the
resulting test suite improved considerably.

While the initial diagram did not specify variability in all the input data, the model
diagram was refined to include other information, such as language, country, or availability
of search engines. This was carried out by adding one more state to the model, several
additional transitions and new input and output conditions. A new refined diagram was
obtained, which we named GWR. From this diagram, we obtained a set of paths, which
were represented in MiniZinc, obtaining a test suite of 29 coverage test cases. This set was
evaluated with MuBPEL, and 573 mutants were killed, yielding a mutation score of 90%. It
is noted that just by refining the diagram, the mutation score is substantially improved.

From this test suite, we also applied the 10 previously implemented MRs, obtaining a
total of 119 test cases below. Subsequently, we evaluated using MubPEL again, killing a
total of 484 mutants, indicating a mutation rate of 91.8%. As can be seen, the result obtained
is similar to that obtained with the follow-up test suite of the initial diagram (GW1).

Therefore, in each case, the time and effort to be spent on the refinement of the model
diagram and the generation of the next test cases must be assessed. In the first case,
the number of cases was small, so fewer resources were used in the generation of the
diagram, but the mutation score was lower, such that the way to improve it is to obtain a
set of subsequent cases with the MRs.

In addition, by refining the diagram, the mutation score was improved to values
similar to those obtained with the follow-up test cases of the MRs (90% vs. 92%). It should
be taken into account that, in this refinement, a much larger set of source test cases was
generated (29 versus 7 from GW1), and, therefore, when applying the MRs, many more
follow-up test cases were also generated than in the case of GW1 + MRs (119 versus 60 for
GW1 + MRs).

In general, the experience with MiniZinc was positive in this case study, despite
the test cases having required complex or different data types from those typically used.
The work required using the MiniZinc extension to handle strings, as in Amadini et al. [46].
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7. Threats to Validity

The results in Section 5.6 show that our approach can automate the generation of new
test cases by reusing an existing constraint solver, and that the follow-up test cases can
detect more defects. the results are subject to certain threats to validity. Some of these are
due to potential flaws in our study (internal), while others limit the ability to generalize
our results to other programs and languages (external).

7.1. Internal Threats

The source test suite was created by MiniZinc (as a first output), ensuring there was
one case for each path through the composition. It is possible that selecting different initial
values or creating a different number of tests could have produced different results.

Ten MRs were defined by only modifying one of the initial test values in each of them.
This made it easier to create simple and understandable MRs, which can be quickly mapped
to the MiniZinc language. However, further study would be required to see whether this is
the right number of MRs: fewer MRs may have been just as good, or more MRs could have
improved results even further. It may be possible to define MRs that subsume several of
the MRs presented above.

Using constraint solvers to implement MRs helps validate them against inconsistencies.
However, it is still necessary to validate the tests against our domain knowledge and our
expectations of the program: the MRs operate on the assumption that the source test is
valid. Applying an MR as implemented above to an invalid test case would only produce
another invalid test case.

7.2. External Threats

There may be test cases or MRs that cannot be represented with the MiniZinc language
as-is. For instance, we did not evaluate the use of MiniZinc for programs that operate on
more complex data structures (e.g., stacks or queues). For these cases, it may be necessary
to extend MiniZinc, or a different approach may be needed. There are extensions of
MiniZinc that implement more complex data types, such as vectors or trees [47,48]. These
extensions must, however, be supported by the solver; MiniZinc is just a common constraint
programming language.

In this case study, most of the inputs and outputs were known. In other domains
and programs, only some of these may be known. In this case, the set of parameters and
variables would be limited accordingly, based on the information that was available.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

Achieving test suites with high coverage is one of the most important tasks in software
testing. There are currently numerous techniques based on different approaches with
varying results depending on various factors and contexts. However, there are scant
techniques that generically guide the process of generating coverage test suites in black-box
approaches, where code is not available. To address this challenge, this paper presents
CMBMeTest, a method to generate coverage test suites, which combines several techniques,
namely, MBT, CP and metamorphic testing.

The black-box-based process starts from the SUT information available, using MBT
to obtain path coverage of the underlying model. Subsequently, CP is used to generate
the source test cases, through the input and output constraints. In order to achieve a more
complete test suite, we propose using metamorphic testing. For this, it is necessary to design
and implement MRs, which generate the follow-up test suite. For this implementation, CP
was used, with the constraint programming language MiniZinc.

For the purpose of evaluating the process, a case study was developed based on a
service composition consisting of two search engines, called MetaSearch. GraphWalker,
as an MBT tool, was used to build the diagram of the software model and to generate the
coverage paths.
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The source test suite was designed and implemented using MiniZinc, based on identi-
fying the constraints of the paths through the program that achieve a satisfactory starting
level of path coverage. MRs are designed by considering perturbations to the inputs and
what changes they cause to the outputs. These MRs are also formalized in MiniZinc, such
that the solver can automatically produce the follow-up test suite.

The final step in CMBMeTest is an iterative test suite generation and refinement
process, which allows for the integration of a test coverage criterion. For the case study in
this paper (MetaSearch), we chose mutation analysis as the criterion, using the MuBPEL
tool. This process consists of successive iterations of test suite generation or/and MR
design and implementation, terminating when the number of mutants killed converges.
In each round, new test suites are generated (starting from the source tests) and are given
to all the MRs, producing a new follow-up test suite. We obtained promising results
from this method, killing more than 90% non-equivalent mutants of the program under
test in two rounds: first with a simpler GraphWalker diagram (GW1), and then with a
more complex GraphWalker diagram (GWR). In both cases, the follow-up test suites were
generated by executing the MRs, and the results were analyzed using MuBPEL. Based on
the results obtained in the case study, it can be concluded that, with a simpler diagram and
by applying MRs, similar results to those obtained with a more refined diagram can be
achieved. It may therefore not be necessary to refine the diagram, which entails great time
and complexity. A summary table of the main contributions of this paper is presented in
Table 4.

In terms of future work, we envisage that having the MRs formalized in a constraint
programming language will have additional applications. For example, if the solver is
unable to find a solution for a candidate MR, even after relaxing the constraints on the
initial test case, it will provide the designer with strong evidence that the candidate MR
may be a logical contradiction and may thus be rejected. We plan to study the integration
of these additional applications to an extended version of CMBMeTest.

Finally, we aim to conduct additional studies on the sensitivity of CMBMeTest to the
specific choice of the initial tests (e.g., comparing constraint-based design against random
generation). We also plan to evaluate the method on a broader set of programs, and to
define MR quality metrics based on the effectiveness of their follow-up tests.

Table 4. Highlights of results.

Main Results and Findings

1. Guided method of generating coverage test suites using MBT, CP and MT.
2. Integration of MBT+CP to generate coverage test suite with GraphWalker (MBT)
and MiniZinc (CP) tools.
3. Design and implementation of MRs with CP in MiniZinc for a case study.
4. New enhanced test suites for a case study, obtained through MRs.
5. Evaluation of the test suite generated using mutation testing.
6. Assessment and comparison of the generated suites.
7. Results with the more complex model in the iteration were similar to those of the
initial model, and so, for this case, it is not worthwhile to design the more complete.
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